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ABSTRACT

A new scheme Is proposed for the quantization of scale invariant

gauge theories for all even dimensions when they are minimally coupled

to a spinor field. A cut-off procedure suggests an algorithm which may

regularize the theory.
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In a very interesting paper* ' Saelioglu suggested an unconventional

lagrangian for pure gauge theories in higher erven dimensions. In d-4k+2,

k _> 1 , this lagrangian reads

L t *

i

where
(1)

«,—

- A*9t")w
This lagrangian has i) a dtmensionlesB coupling constant ; i i ) is

invariant under conformal changes of the space—time metric;

i l l ) has the possibility of a self-duality equation providing solutions

to the full second-order equations of motion ; iv) poaaeaseB finite action

solutions to the self-duality constraint, for which the action i s equal

to the topological charge ; v) haa no terns higher than quadratic in

any one "velocity" i f

In the conventional lagrangianB, one can impose the self-duality

constraint

(3)

in d-4. Saiflioplu defines

— <*ztH

FT F

where -7°' — °^tH repreBents the symmetric trace of (2k+l)-

\ matrices. Then the lagrangian is written as
(5)
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(6)

and the self-duality equation reada

(7)

For d-6, thia equation is

t
' (8)

This equation has BPST-instanton solutions, with null energy-momentum tensor.

In this form both the topological number C,

c
(9)

and the lagrangian, eq. (6) , are expressed similar to their form in d-4.

Similar, scale invariant models in d-4k and their instanton solutions

were ^iven earlier^ ' .

The lagrangian given above is only a lagranginn for the classical theory

and does not provide a way for the quantization of the theory. Since

the lagrangian, eqs. ( l ) and (8) , lacks the term quadratic in the fields,

a quantum theory based on such a lagrangian will not have a propagator

for the basic fields A*" . Then, one cannot UBe a perturbative approach

for the calculation of physical processes.

There may be another solution to this problem other than the one

proposed here. An expansion around particular solutions of the classical

equations of motion may induce the kinetic term. A similar situation exists

in string theory where from the pure cubic action the kinetic term is

generated along these lines , A treatment of this lagrangian, eq . ( l ) ,

in a similar fashion may also be possible.

53E3SK &-m.<

We,instead , use a more traditional approach and couple tha gauge field

to a spinor field via the minimal coupling. This will induce a propagator

for the gauge field.

One can easily see that in thiB new model the gauge field has &

dimension one. This would mean that the coupling to the apinor fields

will have a dimenaionless coupling constant, which suggests the possibility

of finding an algorithm to regularise the theory. This may well be a

cut-off procedure, since i f string theory i s the theory of everything,

such a model as ours will describe only the low energy limit of strings.

Mote also that the models described here are interesting Bince they come

out in the expansions of the string scattering amplitudes in powers of the

string constant* ' , in addition to any merit they themselves may possess.

The attitude of talcing strings as the theory of everything may justify

giving a meaning to the model within a cut-off procedure, and take

the cut-off to be of the order of the Planet scale, i f not smaller.

In reference (6) we employed the dimensional regular!zat ion to

give a meaning to the models in i-4k. . Our algorithm seemed to have

problems with unitarity when applied to the models in d-4k+2 , Here

we use the cut-off procedure to by-pass this apparent problem.
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In rl»6 , we start with

whore

'I*

Here we absorbed the tradit ionally used »e» in the definition of A

is the only coupling constant in the model.

F = JA- Az

Upon integrating over the fermion fields, one obt

There are many way3 to evaluate the*Tr log ' term in this expression.

0n>; way is to tafce derivatives with respect to A ^ , and set A* •

equal to zero, a Taylor type expansion around the classical solution.

For instance

= o

sets all the tadpole dia£ra#\s equal to zero.

To f»et the inverse propagator, we either take two derivatives with

(10)

respect to A , which resul ts in

Tr

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

or one uses fancy methods like the heat-Kernel method* ' , and

identify the prop^/jator term in the hcat-kernrjl expansion. In this

expansion,'the highest pole is given as

/-> A2 rr T-

(16)

0 a. constant, for d=b , from which we identify the inverse propagator

to be the same expression as we (jet from eq. (15).

(17)

Here C^( ,\ ) i3 the second Caaimir of the group. Hero we stick, to the

5U(N) series^ K /\ is the cut-off. The external momentum dependent

part of this expression is fixed by the current conservation.

One way to render this integral finite ie to define new fields by

(18)

where

(19)

is the wave-function renormalization constant. is a parameter
(10)

with dimension of mass. Another way of performing the regularization

would be to keep "e", and not set i t equal to unity or absorb in the

definition of A . , Then there will be a "e " factor in front of cqr,.

(15) and (17)> Instead of wave-function regularization, one can take "e "

proportional to l / / \ to cancel this divergence. Here w« will use

nbovr nientiorK'd Tnore r.tandrird method, Thir; the mar.s].e:in vector

boson propagator for the A1* field. The interaction is also modified

by factors of 7, ,



Using this propagator and the new fields one can analyze the

divergence pattern of the amputated n-point funotions in terms of their

Peynman diagrams. We impose the condition that the gauge boson

propagator is always the free one in terms of the A* fieldB. Me change

the definition of Z in higher orders in "g" to ensure thiB.

If we denote by l(n) the divergence pattern of the n—point function,

we get

(20)

(a)

(22)

(23)

These are the over-all divergences of the respective diagrams. Any more

divergent sub-diagrams of lower number of external particles, say a

four point insertion in a six-point diagram will be regulated according

to i t s own kind. At present such an insertion will not change the

over-all divergence pattern of the diagram, but has to be regularized

as a four-point diagram first , since as a sub-diagram it is more divergent

than the complete diagram.

In this calculation we used the new fields, that is we divided by

f\ for each internal field, which means by A for each

propagator . With this algorithm the higher n-point functions, like the

seven and eight point functions, have divergence patterns that go as

ft?" . All through these calculations we kept the unrenormalised "g".

The only additional thing we have to do now is to regularise "g",

i . e . we define

(210

and attribute all the divergent diagrams to B. The higher point

functions do not have a behaviour worse than 1(3). If we carefully

subtract the divergent terraB by changing our interaction vertices

accordingly, we can consistently regularize this model. All through

this process we keep the free propagator for the A** field by

changing the definition of Z. , mate i t more convergent, in powers

of "g" . This will not change the divergence patterns we gave in

eqs. (30-23) , since these are the most divergent terms, in which

Z, as given in eq. (19) is used.

Another way of proceeding would be to use multiplicative ^normalisation

on "g". Let

-3'A

where g1 is f inite. Then the three and four-point functions

are finite even when A goes to infinity. Such a scheme was UBed

in reference (8) ; see er[. (5-19) of this reference.

One can UBO a similar procedure to regularize the scale invariant

models, eq. ( l ) , in higher even dimensions. The only change will be

the change in the wave—function renormalization, which will be
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2* * &!
(26)

in .eroth order in V . Then one can subtract the divergent diagrams to define

8R to regular!,, the theory, or an take B proportional to / i i ) ^ 7

which makes every term in the eerie* for the n-point functions finite,

for n \ 3 . Since d.10 it. of particular importance in Btring theories,

It may be relevant to show that such quantum theories may exist in

this dimension.
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